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Subject Badger Pass Rehab
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YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK

I would like to continue to hear about the BP project
and have some cursory comments about the rehab.

*~an the decking be replaced with recycled plastic
lumbar?
*can solar panels be utilized on the building?
*can low flow toilets be installed in all the
lavatories?
*can educational exhibits about the watershed be
incorporated to the outside sun deck?
*can the old BP Welcome sign be re-established on the
western corner of the building?

Just some thoughts.
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bee Y~EMITE NATIONAL PARK
Subject From NPS.gov: Badger Pass Lodge

Truckee, CA 96160
United States

I wanted to email NPS to offer my support for the Badger Pass Lodge repair/restoration project.
Badger Pass is where I learned to ski, snowboard, telemark and cross country ski . Before I moved
to Yosemite (to work for DNC), I had spent very little time in the snow. I learned to love the
thrill ofwinter sports at Badger Pass. Later, I worked at Badger Pass and I learned the excitment
of helping others discover skiing and snowboarding (I was an instructor). I even fell in love with
my wife at Badger Pass.

I would like to see a full restoration of the Badger Pass Lodge. I really like that old building. It
has more character than all of the other ski lodges I've visited. I love the nooks and crannies of
locker room with it's wooden lockers and waxing table. I like how most everyone just leaves their
stuff in the cubbies;in the main dining room. The whole place just has a homey feel tOt!.

Additionally, I'd like to see the Badger Pass ski area get some attention. When I last skied there,
Rail Creek was in need ofbrush trimming, the terrain park was pretty sorry and DNC doesn't
work hard enough to advertise Badger Pass to the public. I'd like to see Badger Pass regain some
of its former glory.
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To Yose_Planning@nps.gov

cc

bcc

Subject From NPS.gov: Badger Pass
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Mailing Address

brisbane, Ca 94005
USA

Please keep the outdoor eating tables and make it larger . We loved bringing or buying our lunch,
sitting outside while some went to ski. It was great and on a sunny day wonderful.
Such memories and more to come with Badger Pass. Our family learned to ski there and
appreciate the beauty around us.
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